DARLINGTON DCRAG & DRRA MEETING
PROPOSED RETAINING WALL OVAL/VILLAGE GRASSED AREA

Community meeting held onsite Sunday 5th May 2019 at 10 30 pm.
Called at short notice in response to the Shire’s plan amendment received 30th
April 2019.
Apologies:
Geoff Barker (Tassie), Poul Dahl (Busselton).
Attendees: Trish Cook (Chair DCRAG), Alan McAullife (DRRA President), Gerry
Healy (landscape architect), Kim Thornton-Smith (Architect), Sarah ThorntonSmith (Artist), Stacey August (FODS), Liz Dumont (community elder), Wendy
(resident/minute taker), Nathania Dolman (community garden), Cam Giles
(DSRA), Mike and Pam Tooby – submitted written copies. (not in attendance).
Discussion main points recorded by Wendy. Summary authored by Trish.
Checked by Gerry & Stacey.
Agenda outlined : Background, Do we need a retaining wall? , Materials, Labour
saving, Savings for shire, Meeting with Shire on Tuesday at 1pm 7th May.
The Darlington Village Precinct Plan of 1998 and the Strategic Plan “ Towards
2060” were consulted to provide some guidance to this discussion. Note that
Mike Tooby was one of the original authors of that document.
1. BACKGROUND & INTRODUCTIONS (Trish )
- Shire have notified us of the project to redo the pathways, reticulation
and turf about 4 months ago. This will provide better accessibility. Shire
staff met with community members late last year (2018) and agreed on
the plan. A community garden was added in front of the hall and paths
were altered slightly.
- Last week the shire sent through the a revised plan with an additional
retaining wall and back fill for the southern edge of the oval proposed to
be done in reconstituted (concrete) limestone blocks. The purpose stated
is to prevent erosion and topsoil washing onto the oval.
- No elevations received at this point.
- Shire requesting feedback from DRRA and DCRAG.
- DCRAG have requested future path/wall to connect pavilion with the
hall/village area. This has not yet been discussed with staff.
- Shire are wanting to start this path project in one months time.
2. RETAINING WALL – IS THIS REQUIRED? WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
The purpose of the path appears to improve accessibility to the oval. Every few
years or so, the Shire put a temporary gravel fix on the natural pathway, mostly
to accommodate heavy traffic at the Darlington Arts Festival. The gravel appears
to end up on the oval in time. The open drain around the oval on the east side is
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intact, however it does not continue around the south side as the deltas have
raised the ground level at this point.
It seems the purpose of retaining walls and backfill either side of the path, at the
opening to the oval, is to prevent the proposed new path from receiving eroded
soil/gravel and water from the uphill slope. The group agreed that keeping any
path clear of debris would be important for safety and reduced maintenance.
Argument has been offered by retired landscape architects Mike and Pam Tooby
explaining damage would occur to the oval from the funnel effect of a new
narrow path. The Toobys also reject the idea of a retaining wall stating that;
“Any retaining wall is unnecessary and highly undesirable because•
•

•
•
•

It draws a hard line across the beautiful visual flow between the
upper and lower spaces.
It focuses all pedestrian and wheeled traffic on a single discharge
point on the oval, and will seriously damage the oval surface.
Similarly it will discharge water at the same point.
If there is grass in front of, and behind the wall, it will involve
additional maintenance work and equipment.
It will be a very high cost solution to a problem we do not have if it
is to be well done.
Unless it is lit at night it will create an unnecessary hazard.”
(Tooby, M& P)

Rationale: “The reason the slope is so unsightly at present is only partly due
to wear and tear. It is compacted subsoil with no useful topsoil so nothing
grows on it. If the subsoil were to be ripped or otherwise aerated, regraded,
covered with topsoil and irrigated it would be possible to use the existing
gradients. Properly graded it would look really good, and be easy to
maintain. Basically when there is heavy traffic on a grassed area it needs to
be spread, not concentrated.” (Tooby, M & P)
PATHWAY : The group discussed the need for a path at all following the Tooby’s
comments on the creation of a human funnel effect onto that particular part of
the oval and the expectable damage to the oval turf surface as a result.
The group agreed that a path appears necessary to allow access to the oval for
wheeled members of the community. This is an important element of the village
mission and is recommended in the Strategic Plan and the Precinct Plan of 1998.
However it was agreed that heavy human traffic during events should be
planned for and Gerry suggested event matting for the DAF to protect the area
once a year during those excessive traffic periods.
LINE OF DESIRE: The point was made within the group that the flow of human
traffic from playground area to oval has created a line of desire which has been
observed by the Shire and a hardpan path (albeit of a temporary and easily
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degraded material) has been applied. This has been very useful for the
Darlington Arts Festival. It currently appears to travel VERY close to the trunk of
a large and valued gum tree to the west of the path.
WATER FLOW DAMAGE: Long discussion ensued regarding water flow. As
mentioned, it appears that water flow and foot traffic has carried soil down the
line of desire to the edge of the oval where a raised delta has formed which
obstructs the grassy drainage ring.
MITIGATION: Gerry Healy agreed with Tooby’s assessments, stating that a
retaining wall was not the only a solution, and simply improving the soil and
ground and reticulation would provide healthy lawn growth and coverage of the
currently degraded soil. The group are of the mind that a well constructed
and maintained, grassy bank could absorb the water flow. A suggestion was
made by Gerry Healy that permeable paving would allow for heavy traffic and
also absorb the water into the soil rather than creating a water course.
It was agreed by those in attendance that healthy green grassy slopes would be
preferred to a retaining wall.
3. Proposed Retaining wall.
Discussion ensued regarding retaining wall options should the retaining wall
become necessary. The area was roughly marked out with tape as per the map.
STYLE OF THE WALL: Discussion was had about the style of retaining that might
be applied to better represent the village aesthetic and continue the theme of
stone. A) Large rocks with infill of smaller rocks, backfill and plantings, B) Large
rocks with backfill and grass, C) Railway sleepers D) Hand laid mortared stone
wall requiring a stonemason E) other possibilities.
FUNCTION A wall would also be best if functioning as seating for the many dog
owners and sport spectators. (Note the sleeper seating installed some 20 years
ago is still functional).
LOCATION OF WALL Discussion moved on to possible types and location of
retaining wall noting Tooby’s advice ...” retaining wall ...let it be to one side of the
access slope, and granite to match the walls of the hall and surrounding park”. It
was acknowledged however that people will walk the most direct route and the
route has somewhat been established already by the line of desire.
WIDTH OF PATHWAY The pathway / wall would also need to be extra wide to
accommodate DAF and high pedestrian use at end of games.
GUM TREE HEALTH There is great concern regarding the impact and risk to the
health of the existing trees, particularly the native gum tree. Gerry advises that
the Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) should be considered to maintain tree health,
and thus the location of the path on the map would need to be amended.
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PRECINCT PLAN: The Darlington Precinct Plan also needs to be considered. This
has not been looked at in detail at this point, however it was ratified by the Shire
some time ago, and Shire staff are familiar with the document.
NEW HAZARDS: Toobys have also raised concerns that a wall could become a
hazard without adequate lighting, “Unless it is lit at night it will create an
unnecessary hazard”. It was acknowledge that existing seating doesn’t have
lightening, and there is some spill over lighting from the tennis courts when
in use at night. Further, “ Depending on the height of the retaining wall it
might be necessary to put in a safety rail. That would add insult to injury!”
(Toobys).
BASKETBALL/NETBALL COURT: The location of the basketball/netball practice
area was discussed. The suggestion is to relocate this concrete pad – perhaps to
the area where the proposed 5th tennis was going go. This would incorporate the
hit wall, making it available from both sides of the wall. (The 5th court has now
been axed due to leach drains being installed parallel to the clubhouse fence line.
Relocation of the basketball / netball practice area would allow this area to be
opened up, and provide protection to the gum trees root zone by moving the
pathway access away from the tree.
FUTURE PLANNING It was noted that perhaps a community OVAL / VILLAGE
MASTERPLAN is required, to incorporate linked access, future use of the oval
and potential orientation and other entry/exit points to the oval. DCRAG to
consider in future. DCRAG have asked for a path to link our now accessible Hall
and new accessible Pavilion, as part of 2019 capital works items. We note the
“future wall” on the shire map. Discussion ensued, and once again, retention and
protection of large trees was raised and agreed by all.
4. Materials
Long discussion around the use of materials for a potential retaining wall.
• All agreed that reconstituted limestone or other limestone blocks are
inappropriate and not in keeping with the vicinity.
• Natural materials such as granite rock (not coffee rock) and timber would
best suit the area.
• It is acknowledged that the existing wall is made from York stone and is
an asset to the village. The wall on the Hall verandah is very similar and
fits in with the village.
• The height of the wall allows for seating and children to play on.
• The playground blocks do not sit well with the area.
• It was acknowledged that every street corner in Darlington has different
rocks, though Gerry points out that the visual image is simply rock. Kim
noted that coffee rock/gravel/bauxite is not natural to the Darlington
Hills.
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•

It is noted that reconstituted limestone is easier to work with and the idea
of stone facing, at a later date, was discussed.

The proposed Community Garden and FODS have recently been gifted about 6
loads of granite boulders of various sizes which could be a material alternative.
Note some did not agree, including Toobys, and mostly people wanted a
continuation of the beloved existing York stone wall.
The Toobys’ stated:
“The suggestion of using free boulders for the retaining wall would be very
costly to implement and totally inappropriate. This could result in even
higher maintenance costs than a dressed stone wall.”
Labour / Costs / Maintenance discussion.
Discussion ensued at length. The retaining wall if done in stone or rock would
need professional stonemason (e.g. Anthony Muir) or specialised earthworks
(e.g. Andy Mundaring Earthworks, Stuart Aldred has offered to assist, Joe Angel
local ).
Another labour option, for a boulder retaining wall, maybe Ertech Construction
Academy. Tim Hunter advises that they do not do stone masonary, but can do
earthworks. A June timeframe could suit them. They are known to the Shire.
Tim will explore options and advise.
Summary:
In relation to the proposed retaining wall, the Darlington community respectfully
request;
-

All infrastructure to area be both functional and beautiful.
All infrastructure plans to consider the Darlington Precinct Plan 1998
All the trees are protected and regarded with the highest priority (TPZ)
That the link between the oval and hall grassed area be retained as grass
to share the water flow and absorption as well as pedestrian loads.
The area’s drainage needs are attended to in a more non-invasive
measure (no retaining wall), and existing oval perimeter drainage is
reinstated.
That the area be attended to in terms of aeration, new turf, & reticulation.
That the retaining wall is unnecessary
That if the retaining wall is deemed necessary (by the Shire) then natural
materials are used preferring rock/timber.
That there be no further use of limestone blocks or coffee rock in the
village/recreational area
That materials be of a natural, sympathetic component such as local rock,
York rock, and timber (e.g. sleepers).
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-

A Masterplan of this area needs to occur to avoid ad hoc amendments and
to future proof the use of the oval.

A meeting with Shane Purdy, Director of Infrastructure, Shire of Mundaring and
Shire representatives, has been arranged by Trish for 1pm Tuesday (no morning
appointments were available).
Note this meeting and community consultation via email and Facebook have
been done in relative haste. It was proposed that the wall be delayed to allow for
extensive community consultation and to digest many suggestions.
Other written comments from the day to be forwarded to shire (hardcopy):
Wendy Cunneen 0434 364 XXX Darlington
“I am in favour of rocks rather than limestone. The Darlington
Oval/Park/Playground is a very well used area. Any money spent will be well
used by the whole community.”
Cambell Giles Darlington Sports and Recreation Association / Secretary
“ This plan needs to review the oval , its users as the requirement for a wall and
path around the oval effects it sue. It can change over time. Example: Currently
Football needs 3 m gap from structure to playing area. Cricket oval orientation
and the eventual removal of northern pines on oval when they die – path could
be on the north side.”
Sue Lennard Darlington resident/ Community Garden member
“Match existing walls at hall (stone). Maybe have a workshop to provide slave
labour for stonemason (I’d pay to do that!!).

Some of the meeting’s attendees.
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The beloved stone wall at Darlington and the Hall wall in background.

Playground limestone blocks.
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Some of the gifted rock at the proposed Community Garden location.
Stone wall Owen Road
Picture here.

Pavilion wall – limestone blocks – not seen from the village area.
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Examples below taken from Pinterest of rock / boulder retaining walls.
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Facebook Engagement – Darlington Hub May 3rd and reminder May 4th
2019.
***Meeting today at 1030! ***
Hi everyone,
The shire are looking to do a small retaining wall to between the oval and the playground
as part of the new retic/paths/turf for the area. We will be having a community meeting
onsite SUNDAY 5th May at 1030 to come to a community agreement. Thereafter, we will
meet with the Shire reps TUESDAY at 1pm. All welcome.
The shire have suggested limestone blocks like the playground. However, some of us
would like a boulder retaining wall to fit in better with the village feel. The Community
Garden and FODS have recently been gifted some large flat boulders that could double
as seating.
Come and have your say, or let me know in the comments section. Some photos of
example below.
DCRAG & DRRA

(This photo was used as an example of boulder retaining wall).
Comments
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END OF DOCUMENT
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